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COUNTY COUNCIL –27 March 2019
PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

1. Questioner’s name: Sian Wyn-Jones Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

The Council Minutes of the meeting on 23.07.14 when 
the rollout of LED street lighting was approved say that 
the LED lighting proposed will be at the same lighting 
levels as existing. Do you accept that a one size fits all 
approach for B roads didn’t take account of, or respect,
existing lighting levels or the constraints of the built 
environment in the conservation areas of 
Minchinhampton and Box and that dimming and 
shielding has not been a sufficiently robust tool to 
counteract the problems these lights have caused?

The LED Street Lighting Replacement has been an important, strategic project. 
Financially it will reduce energy and maintenance costs by 50% and 70% 
respectively, saving the council over £1m a year. It has also delivered substantial 
environmental improvements and will cut the council’s carbon emissions by 
170,000 tonnes of CO2 over its lifetime, reducing the street lighting footprint by 
approximately 50% and the council’s corporate footprint by 25%. It will contribute 
significantly in the council achieving its target to reduce corporate carbon 
emissions by 60% by 2020/2021, against our 2006/2007 baseline. The LED will 
also substantially reduce light pollution by omitting unnecessary upward light into 
the night time sky and trespass light into residents’ properties. 

We’ve not taken a one size fits all approach. There are various lanterns which 
include different number of LEDs, drivers and optics related to the class of road.  
Where possible we have tried to meet the correct category under the British 
Standard, but in places where the lighting will never achieve this then we have 
provided the ‘best fit’, e.g. Minchinhampton.  We have also agreed for 
Minchinhampton to further dim the whole of the conservation area by 50%.  The 
Council has received very few complaints and has used shielding effectively 
where requested.

2. Questioner’s name: Sian Wyn-Jones Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

In those minutes you say your investment would cause 
less light pollution. How do you evaluate that assertion 
in view of complaints from six different residents about 
just five new LED lights in the conservation areas of 
Minchinhampton and Box which include, but are not
limited to: “I thought there was a police raid outside, it 
is like living in a prison in my house as the light shines 

LED lighting is very directional, unlike the sodium lighting, and avoids trespass 
light with all the lighting below the horizontal, eradicating sky glow.  This can be 
further contained using shielding.  In other instances we have had comments 
regarding the reduced lighting spread.  Where there are specific instances we are 
happy to work with residents to resolve issues.
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like a search light into my living space, it affects my 
quality of life, the lights are intrusive and at times 
blinding, I am unable to sleep at night, it is like having 
a light on in the bedroom”?

3. Questioner’s name: Sian Wyn-Jones Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

In those minutes you say your investment would have 
a reduced impact on wildlife. In what ways did this 
rollout comply with NERC 2006 and did you carry out a 
thorough EIA and if not, how did you feel justified in 
making this statement?

A thorough EIA was not considered appropriate as we were replacing the lighting 
on a like for like basis.  We did research likely wildlife impacts and worked with 
Bristol University and the County Ecologist to understand the potential impacts on 
bats.  Reduced environmental impacts arise from reduced energy use and 
therefore CO2 emissions, together with reduced light pollution and spread.  
Where specific wildlife impacts have been brought to our attention we have 
worked to mitigate these; to date these have only been relating to specific bat 
species in a small number of locations.  We have also recently taken further 
advice and reviewed known bat species colony locations against lantern positions 
and have taken mitigating action in 2 cases.

4. Questioner’s name: Sian Wyn-Jones Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Those minutes also confirm that negative impacts 
would be addressed in draft statements by
service standards which highlight the need for effective 
communication with the public. Do you believe that 
there has been effective communication during the 
latest phase of the rollout in the conservation areas of 
Minchinhampton and Box with the people living there 
and can you provide evidence of that?

When the contractor first went to Minchinhampton in February 2017 households 
received individual letters about the proposed changes together with an invite to a 
community meeting.  A decision was taken to delay this work following 
communications from yourself.  When the contractor recommenced work the 
Parish Council was notified but individual households were not sent a follow up 
letter.

5. Questioner’s name: Sian Wyn-Jones Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

The minutes also required the Commissioning Director 
to keep the responsible Cabinet
Member informed of any significant new risks that 
emerged during the procurement exercise.

The council were made aware of each of the above reports upon their release 
dates by the professional body for exterior road lighting in the UK, the Institution 
of Lighting Professionals (ILP). The council’s LED replacement programme meets 
the majority of “best practice” detailed in each of these reports, not withstanding 
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Could you confirm when you were told of

• The 2016 American Medical Association’s report 
which considered glare, lack of
shielding, use of proper shielding and filters and 
recommended the use of 3000K or
lower lighting for outdoor installations such as 
roadways, that all LED lighting should
be properly shielded to minimize glare and detrimental 
human and environmental
effects.

• The 2016 Public Health England report which 
identified among other things said that
consideration should be given to reducing the CCT of 
LED lighting to avoid potential
adverse effects on melatonin production in the 
evening, that fitting LED street lights
close to a window should be avoided or appropriate 
assessments carried out

• The European Commission report (Revision of the 
Green Public Procurement Criteria
for Street Lighting and Traffic Signals issued as a 
preliminary report in June 2017 and
finalised in January 2019) of which one Core Criteria is 
that in residential areas, in
order to reduce the risk of human annoyance, the CCT 
of light sources shall be ≤3000K
and a dimming or switch-off programme shall be 
implemented and what action have you taken as a 
result of these reports?

the fact that they were published post award of the LED Replacement contract 
and commencement of the construction phase. 
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6. Questioner’s name:  Ms Senior Respondent’s name: Cllr Nigel Moor 

Why does the council support highways England to 
spend potentially a £500m widening of the A417 when 
the agency's own report (page 172) technical 
appraisal, predicts it will increase overall C02, 
congestion and air pollution - which impacts Stroud, 
Gloucester and Cheltenham? Another C02 increase 
initiative, like the incinerator, surely doesn't make 
sense given environmental issues??
I am confused, I thought the government was 
committed to lowering CO2 emissions?

The Javelin Park plant will cut Gloucestershire’s carbon emissions by the 
equivalent of 40,000 tonnes of CO2 each year.  The A417 Missing Link scheme is 
intended to reduce the terrible toll of serious accidents on this road, help address 
the existing air quality management zone by cutting congestion, and support 
Gloucestershire jobs and businesses.  Reducing carbon emissions from transport 
is important – but the best approach to this is through the transition to lower, low 
and no emission vehicles – not through artificial congestion and serious 
accidents.


